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Abstract: Traditional design approach of urban excavations aims stability and deformation concepts in a deterministic 

manner. However, because of different uncertainties involved in geotechnical problems, this deterministic approach may lead 

either to a �non-cautious� or �non-economic� design. This paper aims to investigate risk based design of deep urban 

excavations, considering real projects. Random sets (RS) combined with finite element methods are deployed to consider the 

variability of soil parameters and to obtain the envelopes of probability of deformation for excavation walls, regarding 

numerical model calibration via monitoring data. These envelopes are used to estimate the probability of deformation in 

surrounding buildings and infrastructures. Then, loss estimation is performed based on deformation probability and the 

relevant risk for each design alternative is calculated. Finally, different design approaches including (i) Life Cycle Cost 

(LCC), (ii) acceptable risk and (iii) conventional method are compared together. Results show that conventional methods 

may not lead to the best suited design and the transition from conventional to risk based design in the context of deep 

excavations is an important necessity. The LCC method is evaluated in a real project and it is shown that LCC is applicable 

for risk based design of deep urban excavations.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Urban excavations always induce deformations to the surrounding areas which may cause different losses. 

Conventional deterministic design methods have been widely used for the design of excavations, which apply 

one set of soil parameters to control overall stability and derive deformations of nearby structures and 

infrastructure. Evaluated safety factors and deformations are compared to allowable values as referred in codes 

such as FHWA (1999). However conventional methods may not consider soil uncertainties in a proper manner.  

One of recent methods applied for nondeterministic geotechnical analysis is RS method which was 

discussed by several authors (e.g. Dempster 1967; Kendall 1974; Dubois and Prade 1991). RS deals with discrete 

probability distributions and is very effective when only the range of parameters is available. Shweiger and 

Peschl (2005) combined RS theory with the finite element method to calculate excavation induced deformations 

on adjacent buildings and called it RS-FEM. They demonstrated that �most likely range� of displacements meets 

well with real monitoring data. Momeni et al. (2018) evaluated RS technique for reliability analysis of deep 

urban excavations using Monte Carlo simulation. They demonstrated that the results of Monte Carlo simulation 

for probability of failure of an excavation falls in the middle of the lower and upper bound results of RS-FEM. 

Evaluated risk should be used properly for the design of underground excavations. One common method to 

take risk into account during design procedure is comparing calculated risk with "acceptable risk". One may 

either compare "probability of failure" or "probability of excessive deformation" with allowable amount of 

mentioned terms. Lacasse et al. (2012) presented acceptable risk for different individual and societal activities. 

Geotechnical Design Manual of Washington State Department of Transportation (2013) presents probability of 

failure for soil slopes at different intended conditions. Momeni et al. (2017) proposed an acceptable probability 

of excessive deformation of 0.1 for urban excavations. Towhata et al. (2009) used risk in geotechnical design of 

an expressway embankment in seismically active area by means of LCC method.  

The main goal of this paper is to use a framework for risk based design of urban excavations. A real 

excavation in Tehran is chosen as case study and the proposed framework is evaluated using real project data. 

Finally, a comparison is made between conventional methods and the proposed risk based design framework. 

 

2 Case Study 

 

The case study of this paper is the western wall of "Haghani Excavation Project". The project is located in 

Tehran city in the vicinity of Abbas Abad Hills. The project area is around 8000 m2, and the maximum depth of 

excavation is 38 meters. The western side of the excavation is adjoined to Taleghani Park. Some temporary site 

offices are located adjacent to the western wall of the excavation. The western wall is stabilized with soil tendon 

anchors and rod nails. According to the site geotechnical report, the first two meters is a low quality sandy fill 
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soil. The underlying soil layers are clayey gravel (GC) formations which may contain some thin sandy lenses. 

Geotechnical site investigations revealed the presence of a perched water table in the project area which was 

lowered during excavation down to two meters below bottom of excavation. Figure 1 shows the western wall of 

Haghani project which is considered as real case study in this paper. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Western wall of Haghani excavation project.  

 

3 Risk Based Design Framework for Deep Urban Excavations 

 

The risk based design framework proposed in this paper includes following 6 steps: 

  

3.1    Step1: Selection of design alternatives 

Different design alternatives should be selected in the first step. Table 1 shows different design alternatives for 

the western wall of Haghani project which are selected based on engineering judgement. 

 
Table 1.  Design alternatives for western wall of Haghani project. 

 

Alternative 

Description 

6 Anchors with 

Soldier Piles 

5 Anchors with 

Soldier Piles 

4 Anchors with 

Soldier Piles 

3 Anchors with 

Soldier Piles 

2 Anchors with 

Soldier Piles 

No Extra 

Element 

Alternative 

Index 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

3.2    Step2: Evaluation of crown wall deformation probability boundaries using RS-FEM  

Basic steps of RS-FEM are described in seven stages and applied on Haghani project western wall. 

1. The geometry of the problem should be defined. Figure 2 shows the finite element model of the western wall 

of Haghani project. Table2 shows soil parameters for deterministic analysis. All anchors contain 5 strands 

which lead to a total load capacity of 75 ton. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Finite element model of the western wall. 

 

2. Input parameters for RS analysis including all effective parameters on crown wall displacement should be 

chosen. When two sources of information is in hand, the probability of 0.5 can be chosen for each of them. 

Table3 shows ranges and probabilities of input parameters for RS analysis of the western wall of Haghani 

project. It should be noted that also all anchors have a 75 ton load instantly after post tensioning, their load 

may decrease by time due to different phenomena such as bond creep.  

 

 

Entrance ramp of the project 

Western Wall  

Stabilization System 

Taleghani Park 
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Table 2.  Soil parameters for deterministic analysis of western wall. 

 

Soil 

Layer 

Depth 

(m) 

Unit weight 

(kN/m3) 

Cohesion 

(kN/m2) 

Internal Friction 

Angle( ! ) 
Dilation 

Angle( ! ) 

Secant 

Modulus 

(kN/m2) 

Unloading 

Modulus 

(kN/m2) 

Tangent Modulus 

(kN/m2) 

Fill 0-1.5 17 5   34 4 10000 30000 30000 

GC-1 1.5-13 18 60 36 6 25000 75000 75000 

GC-2 13-51 18 50 35 5 80000 240000 240000 

GC-3 51-78 18 50 33 3 100000 300000 300000 

 
Table 3.  Input parameters for RS analysis of the western wall. 

 

Soil Layer 
Set 

Number 
Probability 

Cohesion 

(kN/m2) 

Internal Friction 

Angle( ! ) 
Secant Modulus 

(kN/m2) 

Anchor Load 

(ton) 

Fill 
1 0.5 2-10 30-35 5000-10000 

35-60 

45-75 

2 0.5 8-15 34-36 10000-15000 

GC-1 
1 0.5 40-80 31-36 10000-30000 

2 0.5 80-110 35-37 30000-60000 

GC-2 
1 0.5 40-70 30-34 30000-80000 

2 0.5 70-100 34-35 70000-10000 

 

3. Uncertainty among RS variables should be decreased by means of variance reduction technique. Shweiger 

and Peschl (2005) proposed a method for variance reduction of RS parameters. Adjusted range of RS input 

parameters for western wall of Haghani project are shown in Table4.  

 
Table 4.  Adjusted range of RS input parameters after variance reduction. 

 

Soil 

Layer 

Layer 

Number 

Set 

Number 
Probability 

Cohesion 

(kN/m2) 

Internal Friction 

Angle( ! ) 
Secant Modulus 

(kN/m2) 

Anchor Load 

(ton) 

Fill 1 
1 0.5 3.3-11.1 30.9-35.2 6118-11118 

37.24-63.35 

42.76-71.65 

2 0.5 6.7-13.9 33.1-35.8 8882-13882 

GC-1 2 
1 0.5 48.9-86.7 31.9-36.2 14472-36708 

2 0.5 71.1-103.3 34.1-36.8 25528-53292 

GC-2 3 
1 0.5 46.7-76.7 30.9-34.2 38945-84472 

2 0.5 63.3-93.3 33.1-34.8 61055-95528 

 

4. A sensitivity analysis should be performed to omit the non-effective input parameters and to choose most 

significant variables. The main goal of performing the sensitivity analysis is reducing RS initial parameters 

and optimizing computational effort. Figure3 shows sensitivity analysis results for Haghani project based on 

the method proposed by Peschl (2004). Sensitivity of crown wall displacement and overall stability safety 

factor to soil parameters is evaluated. Results show that secant modulus of GC-1 has the highest influence on 

crown wall deformation, while the internal friction of GC-2 layer has the highest impact on overall stability 

factor of safety. A limit value of 8% is selected for sensitivity analysis and parameters with sensitivity factors 

higher than 8% are chosen as influential parameters. It should be noted that in this paper sensitivity of crown 

wall displacement is considered as the main criterion for choosing effective input parameters. Finally secant 

modulus of GC-1 and GC-2 layers, cohesion of GC-2 layer and anchor loads are selected as RS input.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Sensitivity analysis of RS input parameters. 

 

5. The input variables matrix should be formed by different combinations of most effective input parameters.  

In the case of Haghani project, the input variables matrix leads to 1024 finite element analysis for each 
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design alternative. However, only combinations that generate lowest and highest crown wall displacement 

are separated and should be performed. Thus, 32 finite element analyses would be sufficient for each design 

alternative. Soil dependencies are neglected and each set of parameters is considered to be independent. Thus 

the probability of occurrence of each set of parameters would be the multiplication of probability of each 

parameter in the set which would be 0.0625 (0.5^4).  

6. Finite element calculation should be done according to input variables matrix. Crown wall deformation and 

overall stability safety factor should be recorded after each calculation. 

7. Upper and lower bound of probabilistic crown wall deformation should be depicted and appropriate 

Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) should be fitted to the bounds using statistical tools. Figure 4 

shows final results of crown wall horizontal displacement data for western wall of Haghani project. 

Monitoring data are shown by a dashed red line. Real monitoring data show a proper coordination with the 

resulted CDF.  

 

 

Design Alternative Index 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 
Figure 4.  RS-FEM results for crown wall horizontal displacement of western wall of Haghani project. 

 

3.3    Step3: Deriving the most likely horizontal deformation of the crown wall 

Shweiger and Peschl (2005) assumed that the most likely values of the RS results have a cumulative probability 

of 50%. Momeni et al. (2018) demonstrated that the results of Monte Carlo simulation for probability of failure 

of an excavation falls in the middle of the lower and upper bound results of RS-FEM. These assumptions are 

used in this paper as guideline so that the most likely deformation of each design alternative is defined by the 

median value of the 50% percent probability range. Table5 shows the most likely western crown wall horizontal 

deformations of Haghani project. 

 
Table 5.  Most likely crown wall horizontal deformation for each design alternative (western wall). 

 

Design Alternative Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Most Likely Deformation (mm) 96.3 96.6 97.1 98.9 104.5 117.6 

 

3.4    Step4: Use of a relation between crown wall deformation and nearby structure and infrastructure  

Most likely deformation of surroundings of the excavation should be identified. One possible solution is to 

derive deformation values for each surrounding structure by means of RS-FEM. This however is a very time 

consuming solution, because for each surrounding object the whole RS procedure should be repeated. It is 

recommended to use empirical methods. According to Hsieh and Ou (1998) in most cases the maximum vertical 

displacement of the wall (dvm) is equal to (0.5�0.75) of maximum horizontal displacement (dhm). So the 

horizontal deformations could be related to settlements.  

 

3.5    Step5: Project loss estimation based on most likely deformation and relevant damage states  

Loss estimation should be performed for the excavation wall and the surroundings based on the most likely 

deformation values. It is recommended to use Hazus Earthquake Technical Manual (2003) modules to estimate 

direct and indirect losses caused by every damage state regarding building damage states. Acceleration sensitive 

damages should be neglected because most of the times deformations caused by excavations form gradually by 

time. However, it is assumed that drift sensitive damages can be considered for excavations, because these 

damages are related to the amount of displacement and the damage state of surroundings. Loss estimation for 

western wall of Haghani project is performed based on local list prices. For the purpose of briefness, details of 

loss estimation are not presented here. However final loss and construction cost of each design alternative is 

presented in Table6. The aforementioned terms are called respectively �risk cost� and �initial cost�. 
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Table 6.  Loss estimation results, initial cost and risk cost for western wall of Haghani project (Billion Tomans). 

 

 Design Alternative Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Losses 

Project Delay  0 0 0 0 6585 13170 

Temporary Building Repair 60 60 60 136.5 213 600 

Temporary Building 

Content 
30 30 30 90 150 300 

Casualties 1.03 1.03 1.03 3.1 4.2 30 

Lifeline Repair- Roadway 12 12.05 12.11 12.33 13.03 14.67 

Lifeline Repair � Irrigation 

Water Pipeline Repair 
47.8 47.8 47.8 179.1 179.1 179.1 

Initial Cost 10317.6 9447.6 8577.6 7707.6 6837.6 3934 

Risk Cost 150.83 150.88 150.94 421.03 7144.33 14293.77 

Total Cost 10468.43 9598.48 8728.54 8128.63 13981.93 18227.77 

 

3.6    Step6: Selecting the best suited design  

The final step of the risk based design procedure includes selecting the best suited design. Two different methods 

for decision making are presented below. 

 

3.6.1    Acceptable risk 

As mentioned before, Momeni et al. (2017) presented an acceptable probability of excessive deformation of 0.1 

for deep urban excavations. Also, according to FHWA (1999) the allowable amount of crown wall horizontal 

displacement is around 100 mm. According to Figure4 it can be concluded that lower bound of displacements 

fall below 100 mm by a probability of 100 percent in all design alternatives. However, the upper bound of 

displacement exceeds 100 mm in all cases with 100 percent probability. In order to make decision making 

possible, the most likely range of displacements should be depicted as the median values of the lower and upper 

bound. The range is presented in Figure 5.  

 

 

Design Alternative Index 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 
Figure 5.  Most likely range of displacements for western wall of Haghani project 

 

The most likely range indicates that the probability of exceeding 100mm displacement is in the range of 65 

to 90 percent in different alternatives. Based on all aspects, according to the �acceptable risk� method, all design 

alternatives are rejected. 

 

3.6.2    Life cycle cost analyses 

LCC diagram is presented in Figure 6 for all design alternatives. The numbers on the graph address the design 

alternative number according to Table1. The vertical and horizontal axes of the diagram present total cost and 

initial cost of the project. Total cost of the project stands for sum of initial cost and risk cost. According to the 

LCC diagram, design alternative number 4 (adding 3 rows of anchors with soldier piles) is the best suited 

alternative. 

 

3.6.3    Final design 

Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 demonstrate that �acceptable risk� method is not applicable for the design of western 

wall of Haghani project. However, the �LCC� method leads to a reasonable result. Therefore, the final design 

according to risk based design procedure would be alternative number 4. 
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Figure 6.  LCC diagram. 

 

4 Comparison between Conventional and Risk Based Design 

 

Considering conventional design method, safety factor and maximum deterministic crown wall displacement 

should be compared to allowable amounts. As mentioned before according to FHWA (1999), the allowable 

amount of crown wall horizontal displacement is around 100mm. Following this method, alternative number 1 is 

the selected design. In this alternative, the deterministic amount of horizontal crown wall displacement is 99 mm 

which falls slightly below the allowable displacement and the safety factors meets the required amounts. Any 

reduction in the number of anchors will lead to a displacement more than 100 mm and is not acceptable. 

However, from the results of the risk based method, alternative number 4 is selected which is much more 

convenient. Although, alternative number 4 might be safer than alternative number 1, but its initial and total 

costs are respectively higher and therefore this alternative is not feasible. On the other hand, comparing the risk 

cost results of alternative number 1 and 4 show very little difference. Finally, it can be concluded that the risk 

based method results a more feasible design alternative comparing to traditional methods. 

 

5 Conclusion 

 

The following results are acquired: 

1. A practical framework for risk based design of deep urban excavations is presented. The framework is 

evaluated using a real project. 

2. The use of allowable risk concept in the case study was not practical and it presented non-feasible design. 

3. Life cycle cost design method is a very applicable tool for risk based design of deep excavations. The results 

demonstrate that using LCC method can reduce project initial and total costs to a significant amount and lead 

to a feasible and safe design. 
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